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What's New In?

Atlased is a sprite sheet and atlas editor for Mac, Windows, Linux, iOS, Android and Android Wear. It also features a flexible sprite sheet and atlas export functionality for Unity, Godot, Defold, Game Maker Studio and Unreal Engine 4.
Features: ? Lightweight on-screen spritesheet editor ? Layers and grids support ? Export to JSON and PNG ? Sprite and atlas export functionality for Unity, Godot, Defold, Game Maker Studio, Unreal Engine 4, Renderware (and more) ?
Free and open source ? Minimum system requirements: Mac OS X 10.8 or higher, Windows 7 or higher, Ubuntu 12.04 or higher, Linux ? Minimum screen resolution: 640x360 ? Latest version can be found on Github ? Source code
available on Github ? Support forum available on Github ? Need help? Get in touch. "Stress-free and intuitive" features ? Sturdy on-screen spritesheet ? Drag-and-drop layers, grids and regions ? Horizontal and vertical spritesheet support ?
Drag regions between different sprites ? Navigate with keyboard shortcuts ? Easy exporting to a PNG and JSON file ? Flexible export functionality for Unity, Godot, Defold, Game Maker Studio, Unreal Engine 4 ? Available on Google
Play: ▶ Download and support the developer on Highly detailed, colorful, and true to life, Disperse is the real deal when it comes to plant textures. It also supports speed maps and can be useful when creating large-scale, overdrawn
landscapes with a lot of foliage. ■ Soundtrack I created a soundtrack for Disperse that can be found at ■ Disperse Disperse is a free, open source, 2D graphics editor for Photoshop, Gimp, Pixlr-o-matic, and other standard image editors.
Disperse supports Photoshop CS6, CS5, CS4, CS3 and CS2. Disperse is not an ordinary texture tool. Disperse's goal is to extend and compliment Photoshop's 2D tools. There are no separate brushes, no separate layers, no separate effects
and absolutely no work in progress. For the most part, Disperse is completely plug-in independent. Disperse runs in tandem with Photoshop, Gimp, or any other image editor. Disperse is for
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System Requirements:

- Minimum Version: - Maximum Version: - Languages: - Game Title: - Game Genre: - Country: - Platform: - Supported OS: - Minimum System Specs: - Processor (CPU): - RAM: - Free Hard Disk Space: - Resolution: - Mouse Support: -
Keyboard Support: - Screen Resolution: - Input Devices: - Minimum Emulation Speed: - OS Version:
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